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Introduction

l What is Audio-visual source separation?
l Input: a video with audio track.

l Output: separated sound corresponding to objects
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Motivation

l Limitation of traditional works on audio source separation:
l Traditional approaches aim to learn audio basis of object sound.

l Audio source separation requires clean single audio source.

l Visual contents from unlabeled video can served as a supervisory signal for audio. 

We may find several unlabeled videos containing piano sounds. 
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Proposed Method

l Noted that pipelines during training and inference time are different.

Training pipeline

Inference pipeline
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Proposed Method

l Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) aims to decompose audio spectrogram into 
basis and corresponding weights.

Training pipeline
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Proposed Method

l Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) aims to decompose audio spectrogram into 
basis and corresponding weights.
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Proposed Method

l After obtaining M (pre-defined) audio basis (taking W only), proposed method 
leverage multi-instance learning framework to associate audio-visual information.

l MIL framework can address noise labels from ResNet.

Training pipeline
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Proposed Method

l MIL aims to associate information in bag-level.
l For example, the visual prediction may contains guitar and saxophone. However, the video may contain 
guitar sound only.

l In this setting, the positive bag is that at least one audio sound and a object are associated.

Training pipeline
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Proposed Method

l MIL aims to associate information in bag-level.
l There are M basis vector with 1024-Dimension. 

l 1024-D features are decomposed into K sub-concepts with L object categories.

l Max-pooling first apply over sub-concept and then over M basis.
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Proposed Method

l MIL aims to associate information in bag-level.
l The loss encourage scores of the correct classes larger than incorrect ones by a margin of 1.

l The classes are predicted from ResNet.

Apply multi-label hinge loss
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Proposed Method (Inference)

l Given a video, the proposed model leverages learned W and H to separate sounds.
l Specifically, W is fixed and applied for all videos. H is estimated from given a video.
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Examples adapted from Ruohan’s slide 
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Experiment

l Dataset:
l AudioSet-Unlabeled is adapted from audioset with filtering pre-defined labels. ~100k videos 

l AudioSet-SingleSource is for evaluation. All videos are single source video. ~23 videos.

l AV-Bench is toy example with 3 videos (Violin Yanni, Wooden Horse, and Guitar).

Example of audioset
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Experiment

l Results and metrics:
l Given a mixed source from two single sources, the model aims to separate these two sources. 

l The results are reported in SDR. Higher is better. 

Use the GT-labels to find audio basis
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Experiment

l Results and metrics:
l Given a mixed source from two single sources, the model aims to separate these two sources. 

l The results are reported in SDR. Higher is better. 

Use the sound from other videos to guide NMF (e.g., two video contains guitars.)
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Experiment

l Results on audio-visual denoising on AV-Bench in Normalized SDR. 
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Experiment

l Demo video.
lTrain on 100,000 unlabeled multi-source video clips, then separate audio for novel video 
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Conclusion

l This paper leverages unlabeled videos to perform source separation.

l MIL learning can effectively associate audio and visual information in such noise videos.
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Discussion

l Is NMF a good way to separate sounds?

l Does proposed method truly leverage unlabeled video?

l Limitation from object labels.
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